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We consider linear surjective isometries acting on reflexive operator algebras with 
commutative, completely distributive subspace lattices. Such isometries come in two 
types: those implemented by unitary operators and conjugations acting on the 
Hilbert space, and those implemented by unitaries alone. It is shown that every 
isometry is a direct sum of these types. C) 1991 Acadermc Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [8], Richard Kadison obtained a characterization of all surjective, 
linear, isometric maps from one C*-algebra, &‘, onto another one, 28. In 
case the C*-algebras are the same von Neumann algebra, the characteriza- 
tion is easy to state: First, break up the von Neumann algebra as a direct 
sum of two smaller ones. On the first direct summand, apply an 
isomorphism; on the second, an anti-isomorphism. Now, multiply by 
a unitary operator. Kadison’s result is that any surjective isometry of 
von Neumann algebras is obtained in this way. 
In [13], the authors of this paper made a similar foray into the realm 
of nest algebras. We will state the final result in more detail later, but the 
(approximate) fact is that any surjective isometry mapping a nest algebra 
onto itself is obtained by composing isometries which are implemented 
either by unitary operators or by conjugations of the underlying Hilbert 
space. The characterization (though not the proofs) is similar to Kadison’s, 
except for the “conjugation” part. In a sense, nest algebras and 
von Neumann algebras lie at “opposite poles” among reflexive algebras: the 
lattice of invariant subspaces of a von Neumann algebra is complemented, 
whereas nests are as non-complemented as a reasonable lattice can be. 
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Consequently, the intriguing similarity of the isometries acting on the two 
types of algebra suggests that some result might be available which incor- 
porates both. This paper is intended as a step in that direction. 
In [13], we made heavy use of the collection of rank-one operators in 
the nest algebra. Any attempt to generalize the results to a wider class of 
algebras might therefore begin with those in which rank-one operators are 
plentiful. Luckily, there is a description, due to Laurie and Longstaff, of the 
lattices whose associated algebras contain enough rank-one operators that 
their linear combinations are dense. Such lattices are called completely 
distributive, and they have played a prominent role in recent explorations 
in reflexive algebras. 
Independently of the authors of this paper, the same result concerning 
isometries on nest algebras was obtained by Jonathan Arazy and Baruch 
Sole1 [ 11. Their techniques, arising from the study of JB*-triples, were 
quite different from ours. In particular, whereas many of our earlier 
lemmas used proofs peculiar to nest algebras, some of their intermediate 
results apply to quite general operator algebras. These facts, which we use 
freely in the sequel, have been of great help to us, and we owe them a 
considerable debt. 
Since many of the proofs used in the nest algebra investigation in [13] 
can be applied with only minor changes in the current context, we will 
from time to time refer the reader to that paper. All of the facts there are 
stated for nest algebras, so we will have to refer to proofs rather than to 
statements of theorems. Occasionally, we may leave certain “obvious 
modifications” of proofs to the reader; often, if an argument is similar to, 
but not identical with, an earlier argument, we give it in full here. In addi- 
tion, in one place we have to use an argument similar to one in [S]. We 
recommend that the reader who wants all the details arm himself with 
copies of these papers. 
The terminology and (almost all of the) notation is the same as in [13]. 
In particular, by a projection on a Hilbert space H we mean a self-adjoint 
idempotent operator. We often ignore the distinction between a projection 
and the closed linear subspace which is its range; thus, it makes sense to 
speak of a projection as being invariant for an operator. A lattice 2 of 
projections is a strongly closed collection of projections which is closed 
under the usual lattice operations V (span) and A (intersection), and 
which contains 0 and I. In this paper we will be concerned only with 
commutative subspace lattices (in which the projections commute pairwise); 
we call such a thing a CSL. A nest is a linearly ordered lattice. If 6p is a 
lattice, we denote by Alg 2 the collection of operators in B(H) which 
leave invariant all of the projections in 2. Alg 9 is a weakly closed 
subalgebra of B(H), containing constants. Dually, if d is a subalgebra 
of 9?(H) we denote by Lat d the collection of projections that are 
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left invariant by all the operators in ~2. If 9 is commutative, then 
Lat(Alg 9’) = 9 [2]. 
If EE 9, we denote by E_ the projection V {FE 9: F 2 Ef. For a nest, 
one always has E- d E, but for most lattices this will not be the case. We 
denote by E, the projection A {F_ : F 6 E}. A lattice 9 is said to be 
completely distributive if E, = E for all E E 9. Actually, the traditional 
definition of complete distributivity is different; it is a theorem due to 
Longstaff [ 111 that these definitions are equivalent. All nest algebras are 
completely distributive, as are completely atomic von Neumann algebras. 
For a more thorough discussion of complete distributivity, we refer the 
reader to [6]. For the purposes of this paper, we now make the universal 
assumption that all lattices will be commutative and completely 
distributive. 
For any reflexive algebra Alg LP, the diagonal of the algebra is the set 
(Alg 9) A (Alg 9)*. Since (Alg 9)* = Alg(Y’), the diagonal consists of 
those operators which commute with all of the projection in 9. The core 
of the algebra is the von Neumann algebra generated by the projections in 
the lattice, namely, the second cornmutant of 040. We will often denote 
the diagonal of the algebra by 9 and the core by V. Thus, one has 
that V = 9” and that 9 = -lr’. If 9 is commutative, 9’” is an abelian 
von Neumann algebra. 9 is not usually abelian, unless the algebra Alg Y 
is multiplicity-free. 
Our most important tool in the study of algebras with completely 
distributive lattices is the set of rank-one operators. We denote by x@y* 
the rank-one operator defined by the equation 
x@y*(z)= (z, y) x, 
for any z in the Hilbert space H. If A and B are operators, the equation 
A(x@y*) B= (Ax)@ (B*y)* 
is easy to establish. [A word of warning: our notation for rank-one 
operators has undergone a gradual evolution. In [S], the operator defined 
above was represented by the symbol y@x, whereas in [ 131, the same 
operator was denoted by y* 0 x. The asterisk was added to indicate that 
we are really talking about a linear functional, while the change in order 
was chosen so that the multiplication formula assumes a form that is easy 
to remember: (xOy*)(u@v*)=(u, y)x@v*. We didn’t do it just to 
confuse you.] 
There are a number of important facts about rank-one operators and 
commutative, completely distributive lattices which we need to collect. 
Here they are: 
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LEMMA 1.1 (Longstaff [ 121). The rank-one operator x @ y* belongs to 
Alg 9 if and only if there is a projection E in 2’ such that x E E and 
yeEt. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Laurie and Longstaff [lo]). Let Y be a commutative 
subspace lattice, and let 92Y be the linear span of the rank-one operators in 
Alg 9’. Then 2 is completely distributive if and only $92, is u-weakly dense 
in Alg 9. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Kadison [ 81). A linear bijective isometric map p from 
one C*-algebra onto another is a Jordan isomorphism followed by left multi- 
plication by a fixed unitary operator, viz., p(I). [Terminology: A Jordan 
isomorphism is a linear map such that, if A is any self-adjoint operator, then 
p(A) is self-adjoint and p(A”) = p(A”).] In case the domain of the isometry 
is a von Neumann algebra and p(I) = I, the isometry is the direct sum of a 
*-isomorphism and a r-anti-isomorphism. 
LEMMA 1.4 [S]. Let 2 be commutative and completely distributive. 
Then 
and 
THEOREM 1.5 ([13] and also Arazy and Sole1 Cl]). Let -Y; and M2 be 
nests and let 4 be a linear isometry from Alg Jtl; onto Alg M2. Then there are 
unitary operators U and V such that U and U* lie in Alg Ju; and such that 
one qf the following cases holds: 
(i) b(A)= UV*AVfor all AEA~~M,, and the map E++ V*EV is an 
order isomorphism of A< onto Jy;. 
(ii) &A) = UV*JA*JV, for every A E Alg M, where J is a conjugation 
on H, and the map E H V*JEJV is an order isomorphism from Jvl onto 
,V :. [Terminology: M 1 means {Z-E: EE M}. A conjugation is a 
conjugate linear map on the Hilbert space such that J* = I and (Jx, y) = 
(Jy, x) for all x, y E H.] 
For examples of isometries acting on nest algebras, we refer the reader 
to [13]. Since nest algebras cannot be broken up as direct sums, it is 
impossible for an isometry to be a mixture of the types mentioned in the 
above theorem. However, for other lattices, it is easy to mix the types. 
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EXAMPLE. On a four-dimensional Hilbert space, let the algebra & 
consist of matrices of the form * Y 0 0 0 * 0 0 [ 1 oo* *’ 0 0 0 * 
Let the isometry CJ be given as 
We leave it to the reader to verify that d is a reflexive algebra and that 
C$ is the direct sum of isometries of types (i) and (ii). 
The following theorem was proved by Arazy and Sole1 [ 11, and will be 
of great help to us: 
THEOREM 1.6. Let ‘9I and 23 be unital, norm closed subalgebras of 39(H) 
and let 0: 2I H 23 be a linear surjective isometry. Then 
(i) f$(‘i!lnt!I*)=BnB*; 
(ii) d(Z) = U is a unitary operator in 23 n %*; 
(iii) q3 maps partial isometries in !2l n 2I* to partial isometries in 
23n23*. 
Zf; in addition, b(Z) = Z, then 
(iv) b(A*)=#(A)* for all AE'LlnQl*; 
(v) q3 restricts to an order isomorphism of the set of projections in ‘9I 
onto the set of projections in 23, which preserves commutativity and 
orthogonality; 
(vi) q4 preserves the form AXB + BXA; that is, 
4(AXB + BXA) = 4(A) 4(X) d(B) + d(B) d(X) 464 1. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Our main theorem states that, for completely distributive lattices, 
isometries cannot get any more complicated than direct sums of the two 
types mentioned in Theorem 1.5. For convenience, we adopt the following 
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terminology and notation. If .Y is a commutative lattice, and if P, and Pz 
are projections in 9 with P, <P,, then the projection Q = P, - P, 
is called an interval from 9. If we let 9o represent the set 
iQEl range o: E E 5?}, then 9o is a subspace lattice (on the Hilbert space 
QH). We refer to 5FQ as a compression of Y. Now suppose that E E 9 
is complemented, that is, that E ’ = I- EEL. Then TE and ZE- are 
compressions of 9, and furthermore, Alg 9 = Alg .& @ Alg gEI. 
Let Alg Pi and Alg 9” be two reflexive algebras, and let 
4: Alg 9, + Alg & be a linear surjective isometry such that d(Z) = 1. 
Suppose that there is a unitary operator V such that the map EH V*EV 
is an order isomorphism of Z’i onto 9z, and such that, for all A E Alg 9,) 
4(A) = V’*AV’. In this case, we say that q5 is type I. On the other hand, 
suppose that there are a unitary operator Wand a conjugation J such that 
the map EH W*JEJW is an order isomorphism from 9, onto .9?; and 
such that &A) = W*JA*JW for all A ~Alg Y1. In this case, we say that q5 
is type II. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 9, and 6p he commutative, completely distributive 
lattices of projections (subspaces) acting on a Hilbert space H. Let 
4: Alg 5fl -+ Alg -4c; be a linear surjective isometry. Let U = d(I). Then there 
exist complemented projections E, E 9, and E?E 9” and there exist 
isometries & and q& such that 
0) ~4 maps M%)E, onto Ak(.WE2; 
(ii) qhI maps AMY,),; onto Alg(=%)E:; 
(iii) q5, is type Z and q$, is type II; 
(iv) for any A E Alg -%, d(A) = U(h 0 &)(A). 
In [13], we chose to arrive at the final result through a series of reduc- 
tions, and we will continue that practice here. The plan at each stage is to 
try to mimic the action of the original isometry q5 on a certain subset of 
Alg 9, (for instance, projections, or the diagonal, or rank-one operators) 
by an isometry 4, which is implemented by unitaries or conjugations. We 
then look at the “reduction” $ = q5; ’ 3 q5, which acts like the identity on the 
subset of Alg SpI. At each step, we then drop the “-” symbol and assume 
that C$ itself fixes the operators in the subset. Notice that Theorem 1.6 gives 
us our first reduction, with no pain. Let U = 4(Z). Since U lies in the 
diagonal of Alg 91, we let 4,(B)= UB for all BEAlgPz. Then 
&4=~,‘4(4= U*d(A) is an isometry mapping Alg 9, onto Alg 9: 
with the properties mentioned in Theorem 1.6, parts (iv)-(vi). Further- 
more, if the isometry 4 satisfies Theorem 1.7, then so will 4. Thus, we make 
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Reduction Number One. 4 maps the diagonal of Alg 9, onto the 
diagonal of Alg L&. Moreover, d(Z) = 1, 4 preserves adjoints, maps projec- 
tions onto projections, and preserves the form AXB + BXA. 
3. THE SECOND REDUCTION 
Notice that while we now can assume that 4 maps the diagonal of 
Alg 9, onto the diagonal of Alg Zz, we have as yet no information about 
the action of 4 on the lattice Y1 itself. We do know the following, however. 
LEMMA 3.1. b(K) = Vz, where “y; and Vz are the cores of the algebras 
Alg Tl and Alg Tz, respectively. 
Proof We let Bn, and 9$ represent he diagonals of the algebras. Since 
the restriction of 4 to 9i is a Jordan isomorphism, it preserves com- 
mutativity. Consequently, -Y; = 9; = +(9r)‘= d(9;) = d(c). 1 
To ease the notation in what follows, we will refer to d(E) by the symbol 
& whenever E is a projection in Vi. Then ,!? is a projection in YG. Recall 
that if an operator T leaves a certain subspace E invariant, then the 
2 x 2 operator matrix for T (formed according to the decomposition 
H = E@ E ‘) contains a 0 in the lower left corner. We will often be using 
operators whose only non-zero entry is the upper right corner. These are 
the ones for which T= ETE’. Observe that, if T= x@y*, then this condi- 
tion says that x E E and that y E El. A word of caution here: For nests, the 
condition T= ETE’ implies that TE Alg 5?i. This implication fails for 
most lattices. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that x @ y* E Alg LZ’~ and suppose also that there is 
a projection E E 9, such that E(x @ y*) EL = x @ y*. Then exactly one of 
the following holds: 
A 
(i) E&x@ y*) ,@‘=qS(x@ y*) 
(ii) EL&x@ y*) E=d(x@ y*). 
ProoJ: The proof of this fact is contained in the proof of Proposition 9 
in [13]. 1 
For a given rank-one operator x@ y*, there may be more than one 
projection (or none) EE 9 for which x@ y* = E(x @ ,v*) El. However, if 
there is one, then there is a smallest, namely, the smallest E E 9 such that 
x E E. We use the notation E, = A{ E E 9: x E E) for this projection. There 
is also a largest such projection, namely FL = V{Fe 9’: y E FL}. If EE 9,) 
we use the notation 9” for the collection { TE Alg 9, : ETE L = T}. It is 
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straightforward to show that 9” is an ideal in Alg Y1. If the rank-one 
operator x0 y* lies in 9”, then one of the two conditions in Lemma 2.2 
holds; we say that x0 y* is of either type I or type II with respect to E. 
[A remark: We have already used the words “type I” and “type II” to refer 
to isometries, not to rank-one operators, in Theorem 2.1. We did this on 
purpose. It will turn out that the isometry q5t will act on exactly that part 
of the Hilbert space where type I rank-one operators “live.“] Part (i) of the 
following lemma will allow us to drop the phrase “with respect o E.” 
LEMMA 3.3. (i) If x0 y* is non-zero and lies in both YE and Yfi-, then 
it is qf the same type with respect to both E and F. 
(ii) If x@ y* E 9, and if x@ v* E Y& and if both operators are non- 
zero, then x @ y* and x @ v* are of the same type. 
(iii) If x @ y* E YE and if u @ y* E Y;,, and if both operators are non- 
zero, then they are of the same type. 
(iv) If x@ y* E 9”, and if u@ v* E YE,, and if these rank-one 
operators are of different types, then E., E, = 0, and F,: F: = 0. 
Proof. (i) Suppose not; say x0 y* is of type I with respect o E and 
type II with respect to F. Let G = EF. Then x @ y* E YG, and has one of 
the two types, say II. We now have &x@y*)=&(x@ y*)g” = 
G’q5(xO y*) G. This is clearly impossible, because G < E implies that 
6 < IT. 
(ii) Suppose first that C&X@ y*)=&(xOy*) 8’ and that we have 
any operator R E Alg 9, with the property that d(R) = kL4(R) g. We 
assume with no loss of generality that llxll = )/ yll = 1. For any complex 
number i, we have 
llR+ 4x-o y*)ll = lid(R) +@(xO y*)ll 
= ll~‘l~(R)~+I~~(xOy*)E^‘J) 
=max(llg”q+(R) Eli, ~lJJ@(x@ y*) ,J?‘l\} 
= max{ IIN, IA}. 
Applying the operator R + /z(x@ y*) to the unit vector y, we have 
IIRY + M d max{ IIRII, I4 1, f or all 1. E @. This is impossible (say, for large 
%) unless Ry = 0. By looking at the adjoint of the operator, applied to x, 
we see that also R*x = 0. 
Now suppose that x @ y* E 9, and that x @ v* E YF, and suppose that 
none of the vectors x, y, u, v are zero. By replacing E and F by E,, we can 
assume that E = F. Suppose that the two rank-one operators are of 
different types; say, x @ y* is of type I while x 0 v* is type II. The com- 
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putation above, with R replaced by x 0 v*, shows that 0 = (x Q v*)* x = 
(v 0 x*)x = 1)~))~ v, which contradicts the assumption that x and v are 
non-zero. 
(iii) The argument for this part is similar to part (ii), or one can 
simply use part (ii), applied to the algebra Alg(9 :) = (Alg LZ’i)* and the 
isometry #* defined by the equation d*(A *) = 4(A)*. 
(iv) Suppose, finally, that x 0 y* is type I and that u @ v* is type II, 
where none of the vectors involved are zero. We want to show that 
EXE, = 0. Since the projections E, and E, commute, if their product is not 
zero then there is a unit vector ZE EXE,. We claim that z@ y* ~q~,~,). 
Indeed, since x0 y* E Alg L$, there is a projection EE 9, such that x E E 
and y~Ei. Then, since (E,E,)<EE,dE, we have y~Ef <(E,)kd 
(EXE,)?. Thus, zOy*~AlgY1. Since yEE-<(E,E,)‘, we have inaddi- 
tion that z 0 y* E CY;E,E,). On the other hand, the same argument shows 
that z@v* also lies in 9&). Part (ii) now shows that z 0 y* and z @ v* 
have the same type, and part (iii) concludes the argument that x0 y* and 
u 0 v* have the same type. This contradicts our assumption, so it must be 
that E,E, = 0. The fact that Ft F,I = 0 is proved similarly; or, again, one 
may apply the result about E., and E, to Alg(Yt) and d*. 1 
Now let x @ y* E YE, be of type I, and let u@ v* E YE,, be of type II. 
Suppose that (x, v) # 0. Then the equation (u@ 0*)(x0 y*) = (x, v) u 0 y* 
shows that u @ y* lies in ,Y& (since Y;., is an ideal in Alg 2,). Parts (ii) and 
(iii) above show that this cannot happen, since u@ y* would have to be of 
the same type as both x0 y* and u@ v*, whose types are different. So 
(x, v) = 0. More than this is true. Indeed, suppose that E,Ff #O. Then 
there is a unit vector z E E,Fi. Since u @ u* E Alg Y1, there is a projection 
EE.~~ such that UGE and VEE?. Now, F,,=V{FE~?: VCFI}. Conse- 
quently, E_ d F,,, so Ff d E A, and it follows that ZE E k and that 
u 0 z* E Alg 2,. Furthermore, u E F,: and so u @ z* E 9,. It is even easier to 
show that z 0 y* E YEA. But now, (U @ z*)(z @ y*) = u@ y* and, as before, 
it is impossible that ~0 y* can have the same type as both x0 y* and 
u@v*. Thus, it must be that E,Ff = 0. In the following corollary, we 
collect the fact just proved, another one which is proved similarly, and part 
(iv) of the theorem 
COROLLARY A. Suppose that x @ y* E $,. and that u @ v* E YE, are both 
non-zero and are of different types. Then 
F;F; =O. 
E,E, = E,Fk = E,Fi = 
COROLLARY B. Let x@ y* E Alg Yl, and let E, FE: 2’. Suppose that 
neither ofE(x@ y*) El or F(x@y*) F’ IS zero. Then these two operators 
have the same type. 
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Proof. Observe that E(x 0 y*) E’ E 9” and F(x @ y*) F’ E &, so it 
makes sense to talk about their types. Suppose that they are of different 
types. Then, by the theorem, (Ex, Fx) = (E ly, Fly) = 0. Consequently, 
EFx= 0 and we have Ex= EFx+ EFlx= EFlx and E’y= E’F’y + 
E’Fy=E’Fy. But then we would have E(x@y*)E’=(Ex)@(Ely)*= 
(EFlx)@(E’Fy)* = F’(E(x@ y*) El) F. But the last expression equals 
0, because E(x 0 y*) El E Alg LZI. We have assumed that E(x@ y*) E’ is 
non-zero, which provides the contradiction that shows that E(x @ y*) El 
and F(x0 y*) F’ have the same type. 1 
Our intention is eventually to break up the Hilbert space and the 
algebras as direct sums; in one of the summands, we will find only type I 
rank-one operators, and only type II’s in the other. We need a number of 
preliminary results. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that x 0 y* E 9’,,, is type I, and that u @ v* E Y;-, is 
type II. Then b(x@y*)pi=O, cj(x@y*)~‘,=O, d(u@v*)~~~=O, and 
$b(u@v*)&=o. 
Proof. Since 4(x0 y*) = &qS(xO y*) p-k, we have 
by Corollary A above. The other facts are proved similarly and equally 
easily. 1 
The nicest imaginable situation is that, for every E in 2,) i? = d(E) lies 
in L&. How would we know whether a given projection lies in 2”? Because 
of the reflexivity of commutative subspace lattices, if we could show that i? 
were invariant for every operator in Alg Y2, then we would know that 
E.E: 6p2. Actually, it would suffice to prove that g is invariant for a 
(a-weakly) dense set of operators in Alg 9”. The rank-one operators are 
dense in Alg LPI, but we don’t yet know that their images are dense in Alg dz;. 
Eventually we will be able to show the automatic o-weak continuity of 4 
(which will guarantee density of the images), but even without that fact, we 
can show that the set (d(R): R E Alg 2, is rank-one} determines the lattice 
sP2 anyway. We state the theorem below in somewhat more generality than 
is needed at this time; we will use its full strength later. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let P = E - F, where E and F lie in 9,) and suppose that 
P = i(P) is invariant for all operators of the form gl(R), where R is any 
rank-one operator in Alg SC;. Then P lies in 6p2. 
Proof: Since 4 is surjective, it suffices to show that pld(A) P= 0, 
whenever A E Alg L.YI. Since P’& A) 1; E Alg &, there exists Q E Alg 9, 
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such that s(Q) =p’&A) p. Our hope is to show that Q =O. Clearly, 
P&Q) P’ = 0, so 
Q = d-‘(d(Q)) = &‘(&(Q) P+ I%/(Q) P’). 
Since d -’ preserves the form AXB+ BXA for the same reasons that d does, 
we have 
Q= PLQP+ PQP’-. 
We now assert that PQPi = 0. Let R be any rank-one operator of norm 
1 such that R = PRP’. [Note that if there are no such rank-one operators, 
then P= F’ and the assertion is obvious.] Then P’R=O and 
4(R) = &PRP’) = qh(PRPL + P’RP) = &(R) p’ +&b(R) P. 
By hypothesis, p is invariant for 4(R), so the last term is 0, and 
&R)=&(R) p’. Now, using the facts that 4(Q) = p”d(Q) p and 
IIRII = lMR)ll = 1, we have 
IIQ + ARIl = lid(Q) + MR)ll = II&(Q) p + @W p’ll 
= max(llQll, V-1 . 
In the proof of Lemma 3.3, we showed that such an equation, with 
R = x 0 y*, means that Qv = 0, that is, RQ* = 0. 
We have now shown that RQ* = 0, whenever R is a rank-one operator 
for which R = PRP’-. Consequently, if T is any sum of rank-one operators 
in Alg St’,, we have PTP’Q* = 0. Such operators T are a-weakly dense in 
Alg d%;, so we can find a net {T,} such that T, -+ QP’ o-weakly. We then 
have PQP’Q* = 0, so 
(PQP’)(PQP’)* = PQPlQ*P= 0, 
and thus PQPi = 0, and we have established the assertion. Consequently, 
Q = P’QP. 
Next, let R be any rank-one operator of norm 1 for which R = FRP. 
Note that PRF= 0 automatically, because P = EF’. Then 
4(R) = cj(FRP + PRF) =&b(R) f + &b(R) p. 
On the other hand, p’Iqd(R) P= 0, so the first term above is 0, and 
b(R) = &b(R) p Thus, 
IIQ + WI = lld(Q, +MR)Il = II&(Q) p+ &W) FII 
=max(IIQlL 14) 
and, by the same reasoning as before, RQ* = 0, whenever R is rank-one 
5X0198:2- I5 
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and R = FRP. Consequently, whenever T is a finite sum of rank-one 
operators in Alg PI, we have FTPQ* = 0. In the same way as before, we 
consider a net of such T’s converging a-weakly to QP, and get FQP=O. 
However, Q = P’QP = (E’ + F) QP = E’QP + FQP = FQP, the last 
equality holding because P d E. Consequently, Q = 0, and we are done. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.6. (a) If x @ y* E Y,,Y is type Z, and if EE 6y; and 
E<E,, then i?‘~.&. Likewise, $FE~,“;, and if F>F,;then ~?EI;C;. 
(b) Ifx@y*~9”~~ is type II, andifEEdP, andE<E,, then g1~6p,. 
Likewise, if FE 2’,, and if F3 F,, then fi’ E Y2. 
Proqf: We will prove only one of these facts in detail; the others follow 
by the same sort of reasoning. Suppose, then, that x 0 y* E 9”? is type II, 
and suppose that FE 2,) and that F>, F,,. We want to show that P’ E Ipz. 
By the last theorem, it suffices to show that p=’ is invariant for all d(R), 
where R E Alg 2?i is rank-one. Since F’RF= 0, we have R = FRF+ 
F’RF’+ FRF’, and so 
b(R) =&5(R) P+ f+(R) g=’ + #(FRF’). 
Clearly, E’ is invariant for the first two terms, so we have to show that it 
is invariant for the term $(FRF’). If FRF’ is type II, then $(FRF’ ) = 
f’&FRFl) P and P’ is invariant. If, on the other hand, FRFl is type I, 
then #(FRF’) p-: = 0, by Lemma 3.4, and, from the fact that F3 F,, it 
follows that d(FRF’) @’ = 0. 1 
We are now ready to begin the break-up of the algebra Alg 9 into a 
direct sum. In Proposition 3.6 we showed that E., and FL, have special 
properties with respect to the isometry 4. We use these properties as the 
basis for our decomposition. Adopt the notation 
P=V {EELS: whenever E’CZl and E’GE, then g’~&j 
Q, =v {EE.Y~: h w enever E’E 2, and E’ GE, then (,??‘)i E 9;) 
Q=Q,-Q,P=Q,Pl. 
There may well be some overlap between P and Qi, so we choose to 
“disjunctify” them by putting the overlap into P and removing it from Q. 
(The part of the algebra lying in PQl would consist only of operators in 
the diagonal 9i.) One might hope that P and Q would cover the Hilbert 
space, but we don’t yet know that they do, so we let 
F= (P v Q)‘. 
What do we know about P, Q, and F? By construction, the three projec- 
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tions are orthogonal and span the Hilbert space, i.e., H = P 0 Q 0 F. It is 
also clear by construction that P is in the lattice 9,) as is Q,. Is there any 
reason to think that Q and F are also in lz;? The answer is no for F, but 
part (iii) of Proposition 3.8 shows that the answer is yes for Q. We need the 
following lemma first. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E be a projection in Alg 3, and suppose that ,!? and 8’ 
both lie in Z2. Then E and E’ both lie in 2,. 
ProoJ Let A be any operator in Alg 2?r, Since 4 preserves the form 
XAY+ YAX, we have c#(EAE~+E~AE)=,@(A)~‘I+&~&A)& The 
right-hand side of this equation is 0 by assumption. Consequently, we have 
EAE’ + E ‘AE = 0 for every operator A E Alg 2’i, and it is now easy to see 
that E and E’ are invariant for every operator in Alg 2’i, and the theorem 
follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.8. (i) P E y2, and if E is any projection in 2’, less than 
P, then I?.ES!+‘~. 
(ii) 
fiLE.$. 
0 + E p2, and $ E is any projection in yI less than Q, , then 
(iii) Q lies in 9,) and 0’ lies in y2. 
Proqf: (i) For convenience, let 
Y= {EEL,: whenever E’ES?, and E’dE, then I?‘E~~}. 
If EE 57, then .@E Y2. Furthermore, P = V{E: EE ,Y}, so P is the weak 
limit of some collection of linear combinations of the projections in Y. The 
restriction of the isometry 4 to the diagonal 9i is weakly continuous 
(Theorem 1.3). Thus, Ij=v{k:E~~}), and so P~dip. If EdP, then 
E = EP = V{ EE’: E’ E Y }, and the same argument applies. The proof of 
part (ii) goes in very much the same fashion. 
(ii) We know that Q = Q, -Q, P= Q,(Q, P)‘, so it will suffice to 
show that (Q, P)’ lies in 9,. Since Q, P is less than both Q, and P, we 
know from parts (i) and (ii) that both b(Q,P) and (@(Q,P))’ lie in 9;. 
By the previous lemma, (Q, P)’ lies in 9,. The fact that &’ E .5& follows 
from part (ii) and the relation Q < Q, . 1 
LEMMA 3.9. The compressed algebra F(Alg yI) F is a oon Neumann 
algebra with abelian commutant. Furthermore, there is a countable sequence 
ofprojections {P,} in the commutant, such that F(Alg 2,) F= C P,a(H) P,. 
ProoJ: First, why is the compressed algebra self-adjoint? By the density 
of rank-one operators, it suffices to show that if x 0 y* lies in F(Alg 9,) F, 
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then (xQ y*) is reduced by every projection in 3’i. Suppose, then, that 
x @ y* E Alg 3’i, and that x E F and y E F. Suppose that there exists a pro- 
jection E E 9i which does not reduce x 0 y*; that is, E(xO y*) EL # 0. 
Then, replacing x by Ex and y by E ‘y if necessary, we can assume that 
x E E and y E E I. (Note that Ex is still in F because E and F commute.) 
Consequently, x0 y* E 9”Y and must therefore be either of type I or of 
type 11. If x 0 y* is type I, then, by definition of P, we would know that 
E., would be a subprojection of P. But, of course, x E E, by definition and 
x E F by assumption. These facts are inconsistent with the inclusion E, d P 
and we have arrived at the contradiction that dooms the possibility that 
xoy* is type I. Type II is contradicted in the same way, and we have 
proved that every projection in 9, reduces x0 y*. Consequently, 
F(Alg 9,) F is a self-adjoint algebra. 
The fact that F(Alg 9,) F is weakly closed is trivial, and the com- 
mutativity of its cornmutant is almost as easy; after all, the cornmutant is 
generated by its projections, all of which are contained in the core V/; of 
Alg 9,) which is itself commutative. The existence of the projections (P, 1 
follows from the fact that F(Alg 9,) F is a von Neumann algebra with a 
completely distributive lattice of projections; non-atomic Boolean algebras 
are not completely distributive, so F(Alg 9,) F is completely atomic. 1 
Our plan to decompose the Hilbert space is somewhat involved, so we 
give an overview. We will take some of the projections Pi and put them 
together with P to form an ostensibly larger subspace p; the rest of the P, 
will be put with Q, to form Q. The new projections P and Q will be 
orthogonal and will span the Hilbert space; furthermore, they will actually 
lie in 9,. We will then show that, if E E 9, and if Ed i3, then ,!?E 6”; ; in 
other words, P= P. Likewise, we will show that Q = Q. What this all 
means is that the projection F was never really there in the first place, and 
that Alg 9, is actually the direct sum of the algebras P(Alg Sy;) P and 
Q(Alg 6”;) Q. This may seem like a rather roundabout way to proceed, but, 
using 20-20 hindsight, we feel that it is the most efficient route. 
Matricially, the picture is below. We know already that P, Q, and F are 
orthogonal, span the space, that P and Q lie in Y,, and that F(Alg d;pl) F = 
C 9(PiH). Thus, any operator in Alg Y, will have the form 
-* 0 * * * * 
o***** 
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where we have used the decomposition H = PO Q @ P, @P, 0 . . The 
key to the re-shuffling of the P, is that (as we will show) the top two rows 
of the matrix cannot have two non-zero “*‘s” in the same column. In other 
words, the matrix looks more like this: 
*o*oo* 
o*o**o 





Of course, it is perfectly possible that some columns might contain O’s in 
both of the top two rows. Note that the “*‘s” are place-holders for ideals 
in the algebra; for instance, the underlined * above represents some 
operator in the ideal Q(Alg 2,) P,. Because linear combinations of 
rank-one operators are weakly dense in Alg PI, the linear combinations of 
rank-one operators in each such ideal are dense in the ideal. 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose that v E Pi for some i. If there is some x for which 
xOv* isinAlg2’I, andifyEP,, thenx@y*~AlgY,aswell. 
ProoJ: There is no harm in assuming that /Iv/I = 1. Since 
P,(Alg 9,) Pi= P,@(H) P,, we know that v@ y* lies in Alg -YI. Conse- 
quently, so does x@y*=(x@v*)(v@y*). 1 
The next lemma is the one that establishes our assertion about the “*‘s” 
in the matrix. 
LEMMA 3.11. Suppose that P(Alg2,) P,#O. Then Q(AlgZI) P,=O. 
Likewise, if Q(Alg 2, ) Pi # 0, then P(Alg 6p1) Pi = 0. 
ProoJ Suppose that both P(Alg Z1) P, and Q(Alg 9;) Pi are non-zero. 
By the remark preceding the last lemma, there are rank-one operators 
x@y* in P(AlgT’,)P; and u@v* in Q(Alg 6p1) P,. Observe that these 
rank-one operators are of either type I or type II, because Pi is a subpro- 
jection of both Pl and Q’. By the last lemma, u@ y* also lies in Alg da. 
But XE P and so E, <P, which means that x0 y* must be of type I, by 
Proposition 3.6. By the same resoning, tl@ y* must be type II. However, a 
type I rank-one operator cannot have the same second factor as a type II 
(Lemma 3.3), and we have arrived at the necessary contradiction. The 
second assertion is the contrapositive of the first. 1 
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Next, observe that if both P(Alg 5?i) P, and Q(Alg 9,) Pi are zero, 
then Pi and P;’ belong to 6”;. Reason: if j# i, then P,(Alg Yr) Pi= 
P,F(Alg Yi) FP, = P,(C P,SJ(H) Pk) P; = 0. Thus, P;(Alg 9,) Pi = 
[P + Q + (xi, i P,)](Alg Yi) P, = 0. This shows that P, E Lat Alg 9, = Yi . 
To see that Pf E pi, one doesn’t even need the fact that P(Alg 9,) Pi and 
Q(Alg 9,) Pi are zero; just use the same representation for P,’ and the fact 
that P and Q lie in 9,. 
We now let 
FP=V {P,:P(Alg6c;)Pi#O}; 
FQ=V {P;: Q(AlgYi) P,#Oj; 
F,,=v {P;:P(Alg6p,)Pj=Q(Alg6”;)P,=0}; 
F=PvF,v F,; 
o=Q v F,. 
THEOREM 3.12. (i) i?and~liein6P1,PI~,andP+~=Z. 
(ii) If R is a rank-one operator in Alg -4”;) if R = PRB, and if there 
exists a projection E E LZl for which R = ERE ‘, then R is type I. 
(iii) If R is a rank-one operator in Alg 2,) if R = DRo, and if there 
exists a projection E E X; for which R = ERE I, then R is type II. 
(iv) If EEL& and if EbP, then EEL&. 
(v) IffE~5?~ and ifE<Q, then J!?~E&. 
Proof: (i) The latter two facts follow easily from the definitions of P 
and Q and the remarks preceding them. To show that P E 9’i, it will suffice 
to show that P v F, E JZ1, since the remarks show that F, E -W,. Since P is 
already known to be in 9,) it is enough to prove that if T E Alg Yi , then 
TP,G P v Pi, for any Pi6 F,. But the remarks again make this obvious, 
since 
(Alg 91) Pi= P(Alg 9,) Pi+ Q(Alg 9’1) P, 
+ P,(Alg 9,) P, + 
The second and fourth terms are zero, and the result follows. Likewise, one 
can show that Q E 9,. 
Parts (ii) and (iii) are proved in essentially the same way, so we will 
prove only (ii) here. Let R = x0 y*. We may assume that the E mentioned 
in the hypothesis is actually E,. If R were of type II, then we would know 
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that (t) 4(R) =8-&R) E’, and that, for all F< E,, we would have 
P’ E 2$. This would imply that E, d Q1, by Proposition 3.6. On the other 
hand, the equation R = PRp shows that E, d i’. Thus, E, d FQ, = PQ, 
But now, the fact that E, < P shows that E’, E $Y2, that is, E.t c&R) &‘, = 0, 
which is inconsistent with equation (t) and the fact that R #O. Thus, R 
must be of type I. 
Parts (iv) and (v) are again proved similarly; we show (iv). By 
Lemma 3.5, we need only show that E is invariant for all operators of the 
form 4 (R), where R E Alg Z1 is rank-one. Such an R must satisfy one of the 
equations R = FRp and R = ORQ. Since ORoE = 0, we need to worry only 
about the first case. We begin as usual: Since R = ERE + EREl + E’REL, 
we have 4(R) = I@(R) ,!?+ qS(ERE’) + EL&R) 8”. Since the first and 
third terms clearly leave E invariant, we need only prove that the middle 
term does the same, for which it is sufficient to consider the case 
EREi = R. In this case, R E YE and R is of type I because of the fact that 
R = FRp. It follows that d(R) = #( ERE’ ) = &( ERE ‘) E ‘. This expres- 
sion clearly leaves E invariant, and the proof is complete. i 
COROLLARY. p = P and 0 = Q. Furthermore, Alg -V, = P(Alg 9,) PO 
Q(Alg -rP,) Q and Alg dp2 = p(Alg .Z2) PO Q(Alg 2’J Q. 
Prooj In part (iv) of the theorem, we showed that p has precisely the 
property that makes it one of the projections whose span is P. Since, by 
construction, Pd p, we have P = P. Likewise, & satisfies the conditions 
that make it a subprojection of Q,. Since Q is orthogonal to P, we have 
Q d Q, - Qi P = Q. Consequently, Q = Q. The equation involving Alg 9, 
is simply a restatement of the fact that P, Q, and their orthogonal 
complements lie in 9;. Finally, since we now know that Q =I-- P, we 
have Q = Z-P. Proposition 3.8 now says that P, Q, and their orthogonal 
complements lie in Z2 and the last equation follows. 1 
Note that, since P and its orthogonal complement lie in 2’i, we have 
that the compressed lattices (9,)p and (dp,)o defined by (.5?,)p= 
iPEP I range P : EEAlg 2’i} and (spl)o= {QEQIrangep: EEAlg Zi} are com- 
mutative, completely distributive lattices and that T1 = (.Zi),@ (2’i)o. We 
will also define 
and 
(=%)o= {&E&Imge8: EEAI~IC;}. 
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Then it is easy to check that 
and 
Alg % = Alg(l%;)pO AlgW& 
Furthermore, because 4(PAP) = &(A) P, and similarly for Q, we can 
define maps dl: Alg(.Y,)p+ Alg(6c2)p and &: Alg( -+ Alg(04c2)o by the 
equations 
4,(A)=P4(AOO)PIrange~ whenever A E Alg( 2?r ) p 
4,‘(A) = 0464 0 0) & I range Q whenever A E Alg( 
It is easy to check that d1 and dii are surjective isometries and that 
Q = 4I 0 411. Moreover, by the construction of P and Q, #i has the 
property that 4,(E) E (6p2)p whenever EE (S?l)p; and 4,, has the property 
~,,(E)‘E(&)Q whenever EE(~,),. The maps 4I and $,, are the 
isometries referred to in the main theorem. What we have stated above is 
that 41(-rpl)pc (1;P2)a and 4,,(2’,)), G (6c;)o. We need to know something 
stronger than this. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let .Y and A be commutative, completely dis- 
tributive subspace lattices. Let $1 Alg .Y + Alg J&? be a linear, surjective, 
isometric map such that $(I) = I. (i) I” $(Y) E A%‘, then $(Y) = A. (ii) Zf 
$(5!) c A!‘, then II/(Y) = A?“. 
Proof: Assume, first, that I(/(Y) E ~22’. The inverse map $ ~ ‘: 
Alg 4 -+ Alg 2 satisfies the same properties as the isometry 4 that we 
have been discussing. Consequently, there exists a projection P lying in 
,& such that P’ E 4, and with the property that, if E E ~2’ and if E < P, 
then I+!-‘(E)E~‘; and, if EEA and E< P’, then I,~‘(E)~EZ’. Consider 
the latter sort of projection E, and let F=I,-‘(E~)=I,~‘(E)‘. Then 
Fe.2, and gl/(F)=E’. On the other hand, we have assumed that 
$(.Y) c JY, so EL = $(F) E .1. Thus, both E and E’ lie in JZ. By 
Lemma 3.7, both F and F’ lie in 2’. We have just proved that if Ed P’, 
then F’ = $-l(E) E 9. In other words, $-l(E) lies in Y, whether E < Pl 
or E < P. Thus, $ ‘(~2’) s 2, and we have proved the required result. Part 
(ii) is proved in the same way, with the obvious modifications. 1 
COROLLARY. 41(T,))p=(2?2)~ and 4,,(~,)e=(Y2)h. 
Recall that we have referred to an isometry as being of type I if there is 
a unitary operator V such that the map Et-+ V*EV is an order 
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isomorphism of Zi onto 2” and such that, for all A ~Alg Y,, 
d(A) = l’*A K An isometry is type II if there exist a unitary operator W 
and a conjugation J such that the map EH W*JEJW is an order 
isomorphism from Yi onto 2: and such that, for all AEA~~ 6c;, 
&A)= W*JA*JW. With the maps 4, and #,, defined as above, we will 
have proved the main theorem as soon as we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 3.14. Let 9, and d;p2 be commutative, completely distributive 
lattices of projections (subspaces) acting on a Hilbert space H. Let 
4: Alg 9, -+ Alg Y2 be a linear surjective isometry such that d(I) = I. Then 
(i) Zfq5(Pl) = Z2, then 4 is type I. 
(ii) If O(Pl) = 9;) then q5 is type ZZ. 
We will now concentrate on proving this theorem. We can simplify much 
of the remaining argument by looking at the diagonal algebras and using 
some well-known facts about von Neumann algebras. Recall that the 
diagonal of the algebra Alg -4” is the intersection 9, = (Alg 9,) n 
(Ak % )*> and the core q is the commutant of 9,. We would like to find 
an isometry d,, implemented by unitaries and/or conjugations, such that 
d,(A) = 4(A) for all A E Vi. Since Vi is commutative, there is a maximal 
abelian self-adjoint algebra &?‘1 such that ^y; E &Z’, G 9,. The restriction of 
4 to 9r is a Jordan isomorphism (Theorem 1.3) and therefore preserves 
adjoints and commutativity. Hence, $(A,) is an abelian self-adjoint 
subspace of Alg qC;, which we will call AZ. Note that &Z2 contains the core 
V2 of Alg Y2, by Lemma 3.1. We claim that A2 is actually a masa, which 
we can show by convincing ourselves that A; = d&. The fact that d2 is 
abelian tells us that A2 E&Z;. Let TEE&‘;. Then TE Vi = 9&. But 
g2 = @(gl) by Theorem 1.6, so there exists SE 9, such that T= d(S). Now 
Q(S) commutes with d(M), for all ME &‘], and thus S itself commutes with 
all such M. Consequently, SE A’, = &“i, and therefore T= d(S) E &A,) = 
M2. We have shown that A; c A2 and therefore A2 is a masa. 
Now the restriction of d to the masa Ofl, is a Jordan isomorphism of 
masa’s, and, by Theorem 1.3, is a *-isomorphism. By [4, Chap. 3, Sect. 3, 
Proposition 3, Corollaire], we know that d[,&, can be implemented by 
some unitary operator V, that is, for all ME &, , b(M) = V*MI’. 
Consider now the first case, that is, d(9,) = Y2. Since Sy c &!, , we have 
4(E) = V*EV for each E E .=!G$. Thus, V*(Y1 ) V= Z2, and so 
Alg 9i = Alg( VP; I’*) = V(Alg g2) I’*. 
Define 4: Alg 2, -+ Alg 9, by the equation &A) = V&A) V*. It is easy to 
see that T is a surjective isometry mapping Alg 2, onto Alg 9*. Moreover, 
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if ME Ai, then J(M) = I’d(M) I’* = V( V*MV) I’* = M. Consequently, 
the restriction of $ to 4, is the identity. 
What of the second case, that is, &2’,) = Yi? It would be nice simply 
to apply the argument of the first case, with 2”: replacing 5$; unfor- 
tunately, we can’t quite do this, since d doesn’t map Alg 2, onto Alg 9:. 
However, we assert that there is a conjugation J with the following 
properties: J(Alg LP2) J= Alg 2”; JFJ= F for all FE 2”; (JTJ)* = JT*J for 
each TE Alg SC;. We refer the reader to [ 13, the paragraph preceding 
Theorem 111 for the details of the construction. Define a new map 
II/: Alg 9, + (Alg L&)* = Alg(2’:) by $(A) = JqS(A)* J. It is easy to check 
that $ is a linear isometric map, and that $(9,)=&, $(V,)= V2, and 
$(2?,) = 52’:. Thus, we now have an isometry of reflexive algebras, so that 
the image of the lattice of the domain algebra is exactly the lattice of the 
range algebra; that is, we are back to the first case. Consequently, the 
restriction of the isometry $ to the masa ~2’~ is unitarily implemented; 
that is, there is a unitary operator W such that $(M) = W*MW for 
every ME ~2’~. Now define $1 Alg .9’, + Alg 2’i by the equation &A) = 
W+(A) W* for each A ~Alg 2,. Then I$ is a linear isometry with the 
property that &M) = A4 for all ME&,. Furthermore, &Alg Yi) = 
WII/(Alg 2,) W* = W(Alg 9’;) W*=Alg( WY; W*)=Alg( W$(Y,) W*)= 
Alg( W( W*S$ W) W*) = Alg 9,. Thus, 4 is a surjective isometry. 
In each of these cases, we have produced another isometry 4, mapping 
Alg 9, onto Alg ~27,~ whose restriction to the masa ~2!, is the identity. 
Furthermore, in each case, if Theorem 3.14 (and hence the main theorem) 
is true of & then it is true of the original isometry 4. Consequently, we can 
now make the second reduction, by dropping the “-“. Since the map $ has 
no interest in the algebra Alg I%;, we can also drop the subscript and 
suppose that there is only one algebra involved. In addition, while we are 
fixing elements of the mass J?‘, we can also fix operators in a somewhat 
larger algebra-although not the whole diagonal. Suppose, to be precise, that 
there is a projection E in L? such that E’ E 6p and such that EC#(H) E G 
Alg 9. Then the algebra ES?(H) E is “decoupled” from the rest of Alg Y, 
by which we mean that Alg 2 = E@(H) E @ E ‘(Alg 2’i) E I. We can call 
such a projection E a complemented atom in 2. If such an E exists 
(unlikely, perhaps) we can produce a new isometry that fixes every 
operator in E,@(H) E. Indeed, it follows from either [S] or [13] that the 
restriction of 4 to EB(H) E is an isometry which is implemented by 
unitaries and/or conjugations. In other words, Q splits as a direct sum: 
4=d.@d,4 where the summands act on the ranges of the projections 
indicated in their subscripts, and where 4, is implemented by unitary 
operators and/or conjugations. Consequently, so is 4;‘) and we can factor 
the isometry 4 by 4 = (d,@ r)(l@4t.l), w h ere the symbol 1 represents the 
identity map. Since the first factor is implemented by unitaries and/or 
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conjugations, the main theorem will be true of 4 provided that it is true of 
the second factor (10 4E~). If there are several complemented atoms in 9, 
then we can clearly play the same game with each of them; they are all 
orthogonal, so there can be no interference. Consequently, we will assume 
that 4 is the identity on the appropriate direct summands. 
Reduction Number Two. We now assume that I$: Alg 2 --f Alg 2. 
Moreover, 4 maps the diagonal 53 onto itself, and the restriction of 4 to -9 
preserves adjoints. There is a masa ~2’ containing .Y so that 41., is the 
identity. In addition, 4 preserves the form AXB + BXA, and, if E is a com- 
plemented atom in 2, then the restriction of 4 to E98(H) E is the identity. 
4. THE THIRD REDUCTION 
The first remark we need to make is that all rank-one operators are now 
type I. Indeed, it is now the case that B= E for all E E 9. The mere fact 
that x0 y* lies in Alg lip is enough to show that E’$(x@ y*) E= 0. 
Consequently, no rank-one operator can be type II, unless it is in the 
diagonal and hence type I as well. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let E be a projection in 9 and let B be any operator in 
Alg 9. 
(i) rfB=BE, then &B)=q%(B)E. 
(ii) Zf B = EB, then 4(B) = E&B). 
(iii) ZfB=BE’, then qS(B)=#(B)E’. 
(iv) IfB=E’B, then qS(B)=El$(B). 
Proof: (i) and (iv). If B = BE, then B = EBE + E IBE = EBE. Since 4 
preserves the form XAX, the result follows. If B = EIB, the appropriate 
result is achieved by using the equation B = E 1 B = E i BE + E ‘BE I. 
(ii) and (iii). Suppose that B = EB; then B = EBE+ EBEI + E’BE 
(the last term being 0 automtically). Thus, d(B) = Ed(B) E+ E&B) El + 
Elb(B) E. Again, the last term is 0 automatically and so b(B) = E+(B) E + 
E&B) El. From this it is obvious that E&B) = b(B). Result (iii) is proved 
similarly. 1 
COROLLARY. Let P and Q be intervals from 2 (i.e., projections of the 
form E - F, with E and F in 2’), and let BE Alg 2. 
(i) ZfB=BQ, then &B)=qS(B)Q. 
(ii) If B = PB, then b(B) = P&B). 
(iii) If B = PBQ, then C&B) = Pc$(B) Q. 
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Proof. All of these facts follow easily from the preceding theorem, 
because the intervals from 9 are generated by projections in 2’ and their 
complements. 1 
The task for the third reduction is to produce from d an isometry which 
fixes all rank-one operators. Luckily, for the first part of this job, we can 
appeal to an earlier paper. 
LEMMA 4.2. The isometry q5 preserves the property of being rank-one. 
Proof. We refer the reader to [13] for this proof. The relevant material 
begins with the section entitled “The Third Reduction” and ends with 
Lemma 13 of that paper. 1 
This lemma says that if x0 y* E Alg 9, then &x0 y*) = u@ v*. What 
we plan to show now is that u is a function of x alone, and that u is a 
function of y alone. The argument is similar to that in [13], but differs 
sufficiently that we chose to include it here. 
We recall that x @ y* E Alg dp if, and only if, there is a projection E E 9 
such that x E E and y E E t. Also, note that the action of the operator 
x0 y* does not determine the vectors x and y, since, for any complex 
number 2, we have x @ y * = (Ax) 0 (Xy)*. Suppose that E E 9’ and that 
.xcE and y,z~E!.. Let ~(xOy*)=uOu* and 4(xOz*)=fOg*. Since 
4(x@ y*+x@z*)=&x@(y+z)*), we require that u@v*+f@g* be 
rank-one. Necessarily, then, we must have either (i),f = 2~ or (ii) g = 1-v for 
some complex 1. In other words (by absorbing the constant into the 
“other” factor, if necessary), we have either: 
(i) d(x@y*)=u@u* and &xOz*)=u@g* or 
(ii) &x@y*)=u@v* and &x@z*)=f@v*. 
We call the triple (x; y, z) an E-triple and note that every E-triple 
satisfies either (i) or (ii). (Conceivably both, since it might be that z is a 
complex multiple of y.) 
LEMMA 4.3. If E is fixed, then all E-triples satisfy the same condition (of 
(i) and (ii)). 
Proqf. First we show that all E-triples with the same first two elements 
satisfy the same condition. Let (x; y, z) and (x; y, e) be two E-triples, 
and suppose that they satisfy different conditions; for definiteness, suppose 
we have 
~(xoy*)=uou*, ~(xoz*)=u~w*, fj(x@e*)=q@u*. 
To avoid triviality, we assume that the vectors y, z, and e are linearly 
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independent. Since 4(x 0 (z + e)*) must be rank-one, we require that either 
q and u be linearly dependent, or that v and UJ be dependent. The former 
is prohibited, since 4(.x@ y*) and 4(x@ e*) are linearly independent 
operators; the latter is prohibited by the independence of 4(x@ y*) and 
cp(x@z*). 
Similarly, we can show that two E-triples with any common pair of 
elements must satisfy the same condition. Then, by changing one element 
at a time, we see that any two E-triples at all must satisfy the same 
condition. 1 
Recall that an interval E-F, where E, FE Y, is called an atom if, 
whenever P is any interval from 9, either (E- F) d P’ or (E- F) ,< P. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that E E 9 and that E 5 is not zero and is not an 
atom. Then all E-triples sati.cfii condition (i). 
Prooj If El is not an atom, then there is an interval P from 2? such 
thatPr\Ei#OandalsoP~AEi#O.Choosevectorsx~E,yEPr\Ei, 
and z E P’ A E A Then (x; y, z) is an E-triple. What would be true if it 
were to satisfy condition (ii)? In that case, we would have &x@y*)= 
u@v* and &x@z*)=M?@v*. However, (x@y*)P=x@(Py)*=xUy*, 
and so, by Theorem 4.1, (~0 LJ*) P= u@ v*, which means that v E P. On 
the other hand, (x @ z*) PL = x @ z*, which, by the same reasoning, leads 
us to the contradictory conclusion that v E PL. Consequently, all E-triples 
must satisfy condition (i). 1 
LEMMA 4.5. If E 5 is non-zero and is an atom-from 9, then all E-triples 
satisflj condition (i). 
Proc$ The first question to answer is, how can E? be an atom? If it 
were, then, for each interval from 2, E 5 would be contained in either the 
interval or its orthogonal complement; in particular, this would be true if 
the interval is E itself. It is an easy matter to check that both of the condi- 
tions E 5 < EL and E 5 ,< E imply that E 5 3 E. Consequently, if Et # E, 
then we have that Et 2 E. Now, by definition, E- = V{FE 2: F 3 E}. If 
E! were one of the F’s that generate E- , then we would have to conclude 
that E_ >Ei, a statement which makes sense only if E _ = I; we have 
forbidden this in the hypothesis. The only possibility left is that El = E. 
[This can happen, for instance in a completely atomic Boolean algebra.] 
So our conclusion is that E “_ can be an atom only if E 5 = E. 
Of course, this means that E itself is an atom, and since EL = E- , we 
have that EL E 24; thus, E is a complemented atom and our reductions 
have allowed us to assume that the restriction of 4 to E@(N) E is the 
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identity. Thus, if x@~*EEB(H)E, then &x@y)*=x@y* and so 4 
satisfies condition (i). 1 
These two lemmas constitute the proof that all rank-one operators in 
Alg di” satisfy condition (i). We defined that condition by fixing the range 
vector in the rank-one operator and asking what happens if the domain 
vector varies. Of course, there is a corresponding condition if the domain 
vector is fixed. Luckily, we can appeal to the same argument for its proof. 
COROLLARY. Let E he a projection in 6p and let x and w he vectors in 
E, and y a vector in EA. Suppose that d(x@ y*) = u@ v*. Then there exists 
a vector ~~Esuch that q3(w@y*)=z@v*. 
Proqf: Apply the above result to the isometry b*: (Alg Y)* + 
(Alg Y)* defined by the equation 4*(.4*)=&A)* whenever A*E 
(Alg Ip)*. 
The next step in our program is to construct unitary operators U and V’ 
so that the map x @ y* H (Ux) @ (Vy)* mimics the action of 4 on all the 
rank-one operators x 0 y* in Alg 2. The only way we know to do this, is 
to first fix E E 2’ and to find operators WE and V, so that, whenever x E E 
and yeE5, then Q(x@ y*) = (U,x)@ (V,y)*; one then has to “fit 
together” the II, and V, for all the projections EE 2. For any completely 
distributive lattice 2, the construction of Ui’, and V, is the same as for nest 
algebras. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let E E Y and suppose that Ei- # 0. Then there exist 
operators U, and V, such that: 
(i) Ui, maps E onto E isometrically; 
(ii) V, maps E k onto Et isometrically; 
(iii) [fxxEandyEE*, thenqS(x@y*)=(U,x)@(V,y)*. 
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 15 of [ 131. A comment: 
Lemma 14 of [ 133 is that paper’s version of the current Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, 
and the Corollary. For the reader who wants an idea of how the proof 
goes, without the details, here it is: Fix any rank-one operator x0@ yz 
with JIxO/I = IIyOll = 1, and let 4(x0@ y,*)= u,@v,*, with )Iz+,/I = )1v,J = 1. 
For any y E E! , (x; y,, y ) is an E-triple, and so there exists v E E” such 
that &xO@y*)=uO@u. We now define I/:EI-+Ei by Vy=u. The 
operator U is defined similarly, and the remainder of the proof involves 
showing that, indeed, 4(x@ y*) = (U,x) 0 (V, y)* as desired. 1 
As one might expect, the “fitting together” of the projections U, and V, 
is considerably easier for nests than it is for other completely distributive 
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lattices. The proof which follows is, to some extent, similar to an argument 
in [S]. It will be convenient to have a notation for the collection of projec- 
tions which “admit” rank-one operators; obviously, one cannot have x E E 
and y E E A unless both of those projections are non-zero. So, we let 
F= {EEL?: EfO and Ei ~0). 
Suppose now that E and F lie in 9, and suppose that F< E. Then, of 
course, we also have E i < F h. Suppose that x E F and y E E I. Then it is 
also true that XE E and YE F’ . We then have the following two equations: 
~(XOY*)=(UEX)O(VEy)* and 4bOy*)=(UFX)( vFy)*. 
Thus, it is necessary that there exist a complex number uFE such that 
(i) U,x = w,U,x and (ii) VP-r = oI.%- V&-y. 
Note that oFE must have absolute value 1, because U, and U, are 
isometric operators. It looks possible that oFE might depend on x and y as 
well as on E and F, but in fact it does not; equation (i) shows that it does 
not depend on y, and equation (ii) shows that it does not depend on x 
either. Consequently, we have UI;= opEU, and V,= coFE V, (all the 
operators being restricted to the smaller subspace). If we now define 
wEF= OFE, then the same equations hold whenever E and F are com- 
parable. 
Now, suppose that E and G are any two projections in 9, and let 
F= EC. If x E F, then of course x E E and x E G; there is no reason to sup- 
pose, however, that UEx = UGx. However, it is easy to redefine U, so that 
it does agree with UE on the overlap F: Simply define ii, by the equation 
0,x = W,,O,UGx. Then, if x E F, we have 0,x = O,+,z-UGx = 
w GFOfi-EuGFU~-~ = OGFO~EuGFwF~UEx = U,x. It is now easy to find 
a unitary operator defined on E v G that agrees with U, on E and 
with U, on G. Of course, having redefined U,, we then want to 
define pG = WcFWFE V,, so that it will still be true that 4(x@ y*) = 
( U,x) @ ( VG y)* for all appropriate x and y. 
Our plan is to begin with a fixed projection E, and redefine the unitary 
operators on all of the projections that have non-zero intersection with E,, 
so that each one agrees with U, on the appropriate overlap. We can then 
redefine the unitary operators on all of the projections that intersect non- 
trivially with any of the projections involved in the first redefinition. This 
process can be continued. The trouble is, how do we know that at some 
stage we don’t end up trying to redefine, say, the unitary operator U, in 
two different ways, one arising from one “path” from E, to D and the other 
from some other path? This problem does not arise in the case of nest 
algebras, since every pair of projections is comparable, and there is only 
one stage to the redefinition process. 
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We make the following definitions: Let E and F be two projections in 9. 
A chain from E to F is an ordered n-tuple [E,, E,, E,, . . . . E, -,, E,] 
where E, = E, E, = F, each projection Ej~ 9, and, for each integer 
j E { 0, . . . . n - 1 }, the pair {E,, E, + 1 } is comparable (that is, either Ej < E, + , 
or E,>E,+,). Th e number n is the length of the chain. In case we have 
EjbEi+l dE,+z, then the chain from E, to E, can be replaced by a 
shorter one-in which the projection E,, 1 has been eliminated-so we will 
assume that, in any given chain, the inequalities alternate. The redefinition 
problem alluded to above will arise in case there is more than one chain 
connecting two projections; equivalently, we could adjoin the two chains 
and simply assume that E, = E,. In this case, we will say that the chain is 
a CJY+. Observe that, since we are assuming that the inequalities alternate 
throughout, the length of any cycle must be an even integer. Given any 
chain C&, El, E,, . . . . L , , E,,], we refer to the quantity 
as the o-product of the chain. The following lemma is the necessary one. 
The proof is similar to one in [S], but it differs sufficiently that we include 
it here. 
LEMMA 4.7. The o-product qf any cycle is 1. 
Proof: Suppose the contrary; then there is a cycle of shortest length 
whose o-product is not 1, say the cycle [E,, E,, E,, . . . . E,- , , E,], where 
E, = E,,. Note that in any cycle of length 2, the o-product must be 1, so 
that n 3 4. Since the inequalities involving the projections alternate, we can 
assume (by cyclically re-numbering, if necessary), that each odd-numbered 
projection is smaller than the two adjacent even-numbered ones, and each 
even-numbered projection is larger than the two adjacent ones: 
&;+I <El, and Eli+ 1 <E2i+2, 
for all appropriate j, and, of course, E,,_ , < E,, = E,. 
We first show that, with no loss of generality, we may assume that no 
two odd-numbered projections have nonempty intersection. Suppose that 
that is not the case; we may as well assume that one of the projections 
involved is E, Then there is some odd number m, with 3 d m d n - I, such 
that E, A E,, = E # 0. The cycles 
II&, E3, . . ..E.- ,,E,,,E,&l and [IEo,E,E,+,,E,,,,2,..., L,,-%l 
each have length less than n, and thus their o-products must be equal to 1: 
w E: Ei w E? L-4 CfJ E”, , E”, 0 E,n E w E’E> - -1 
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and 
and 
uEo6 ~E,E~E~“~E”,E”+,~E*+,E,+*...~~“~,E”- - 1. 
Multiply the left-hand sides together and use the fact that 
0 -1 EF= ufi.E = Up-E: 
OEoE,0E,E2”‘WE,,-1~“,,0E,~,~~- - 1, 
in contradiction to our assumption. Thus, every pair of odd-numbered 
projections has zero intersection. 
Next, suppose that some pair of even-numbered projections has span F, 
with Fi #O. An argument similar to the one above demonstrates that, 
once again, the cycle [E,, El, E2, . . . . En- ], E,] can be written as the 
adjoining of two cycles of smaller length, and consequently has o-product 
equal to 1. Thus, we have that, for every suitable pair of integersj and m, 
(Ezj v Ezm) ~ = I. Now (E, v E,,) = (E2,) _ v (E,,) _, by Lemma 3 of 
[7] and thus, for all appropriate integers j and m, we can assume that 
E z/+1 A Ezm+, =O 
and 
With this normalization out of the way, we can proceed with the proof. 
We will form a certain finite-rank operator and investigate its image under 
the isometry 4. For each even-numbered projection E,, choose a unit 
vector yzie (E,,):. For each odd-numbered projection E,, ,, choose a 
unit vector xZi+ , E E,, , . Because E,, , and E,_ 1 are both smaller than 
E,, we know that xJi+ r 0 y$ and x+ r @ y$ are rank-one operators in 
Alg 9. We construct the finite-rank operator 
Notice that all of the parentheses contain plus signs, except the first, where 
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we will choose “ + ” if n is divisible by 4; otherwise, we choose “ - .” This 
choice is not crucial, but it makes life a little easier. 
Because of the orthogonality relations among the projections {J?~~}, the 
collection (yzj} is a set of orthogonal vectors; likewise, so is the collection 
{xzj+ ,}. Consequently, there is a unitary operator W so that 
Wx,=Yo 
wx, = y, 
wx,. 3 = Ye4 
wx n- 1= Y>,-2. 
Then 
If we write WR as an (n/2)x (n/2) matrix, using the basis { yzj), it looks 
like this: 
!: _+l 01 0 1 0 1 I . ..’ ‘ .“. 0 1 0 1i . -1 
Now, what is the image of R under the isometry d? We want to use the 
unitary operators associated with each projection. In order to simplify the 
notation somewhat, for the rest of the proof we will drop the E in each 
subscript; thus, U, will be written as UO, and o~,-,~, will become o,_ i n. 
We will also use the abbreviations u, = U,,,x, and r& = V, y,. Making use 
of the correct implementations by unitaries, we have 
~(R)=(+U,x,,~,+Uox,)O(V,y,)*+(U,x,+U,x,)O(V,y,)*+ ... 
+ (,f7n-4X,-S+ Un-4x, -3)@(Vn-4Yn-4)* 
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= (fmO,n--l Un--IX,z--I +oo,, ~,x,)o(~oYo)* 
+(~2,,~,~,+~2,3~3X3)O(~*Y*)* 




+ . . . 
+(W,~4,n~5U,-5+u,-4,n-3Un-33)OVn*-4 
+(W,~2,n~3U,-3+u,-2,n-IU,-1)0V,*-*. 
Now x2/~ E,, so uzj E E,, and therefore the vectors {uzi} are 
orthogonal. Likewise, so are the vectors {Q+ 1 >. Thus, there is a unitary 
operator @ such that 
mu, = uo 
tvu3 = 02 
mu n ~- 3 =v,- 4 
iv24 n-1 = v,,-2. 
Then we have ll~#(R)lj = // @‘d(R)/\; moreover, the operator @‘4(R) has the 
form 
(+U 0,~-1Vn-r+~o,lVo)~~o*+(~2,,~0+~2,3~2)~~2* 
+ . . . 
+(0,-4,n~5v,-6+0,~4,n~3V,-4)0v,*~4 
+(U,-2,n-3V,-~4+u,-2,n~~V,-2)0V,*~-2. 
In other words, to compute the norm of b(R), we only need to compute the 
norm of the matrix 
0 0 ... 0 0 - 
04.3 0 . . 0 0 
w4.5 W&S ... 0 0 
. . 
W?l-4,n-3 wn-2,n-3 
. . . 0 On-2,n-1, 
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Now, multiply through by the diagonal unitary matrix diag(&,r, W,,,, 
04,5, ..‘) 0% 2,,1- 1 ) and use the fact that ~l)~,~ = Wi,, to get the matrix 
i: : 
1 ~2,l~l.O 0 . . 0 0 
0 1 w4,3w3.2 ‘.. 0 0 
0 0 1 . . 0 0 
0 6 . . . 1 on- 2,n-3~n-3,,,-4 
FQJ O,n-I On-l.n-2 0 . . 0 1 i I. 
Notice that this matrix has the form It V, where V is a unitary 
operator. Consequently, its norm is 114(R)l\ = max{ 11 + A,): A is an eigen- 
value of V}. We have chosen the “ _+ ” in such a way that the sign is “ + ” 
if the matrix size (i.e., n/2) is even, and “ - ” if the matrix size is odd. With 
this choice, the eigenvalues of V are easily seen to be the collection of 
(n/2)nd roots of the product of the non-zero entries of V, that is, the roots 
of the quantity 
OZ.IW 1.0w4.303,206.So5.4 
“‘O,,-4,,,-5 W,, 5.n-6W,,-2,n-3 o,, 3,r,-4~0.nm lU,-l.n-2. 
Of course, the matrix for WR has the same form, and all of its non-zero 
entries are 1; so its norm is 2. In order that the norm of d(R) be equal to 
2, it is necessary that one of the roots of the product above be 1, and hence 
that the product itself be 1. Taking complex conjugates, and once again 
using the fact that o,,, = ti,,,, we have 
~O,IWl,Z~ 2,303.404.5 
. ..(jJ 
n- 5.e4wn-4,n -3wn -3,tr -2 0 n-2,n IoJn- 1,0= 1. 
The left-hand side of the equation above is exactly the o-product of the 
original cycle. This is in contradiction to our assumption that we began 
with the shortest cycle whose o-product is not 1. Consequently, every cycle 
has w-product equal to 1, and we are done. i 
Suppose, now, that E and F are fixed projections, and that 
llE> E,, E,, . . . . L ,, F] is a chain from E to F. We define the quantity 
WEF= OE,b, OE,.EZ*~~~,E)‘.‘~~~-~,E,,~~~E” Z,En.,WEnml.P. 
The last lemma establishes that the quantity wEF depends only on the 
endpoints E and F, and not on the choice of chain. Of course, it is possible 
that, for a given E and F, there may be no chain of finite length between 
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them. For E E F, we adopt the following notation: gE = {FE @-“I: F can be 
connected to E by a chain of finite length}; GE= V{R FE 4e,}; and 
K,= V(F’ : FE te,}. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let EE 9. Then there exist operators U and V such that 
(i) U maps G, isometrically onto itself: 
(ii) V maps KE isometrically onto itsel$ 
(iii) For any projection FE gE, and any vectors x E F and y E Fi , we 
have &x@y*)=(Ux)@(Vy)*. 
Proof: If FE YE, then we know that there exist unitary operators U, 
and V,-forwhich#(x@y*)=(U,x)@(V,y)* WheneverxEFandyEFi. 
Set 
8,= WEFU, and &.= oEFvp 
Then (8,x)@(pEy)* = (w~~U~X)@(W~~V~~)* = o,,W,,q5(x@ y*) = 
4(x@ y*), so that i??F and pF implement 4 as well as U, and V, do. We 
claim that, if G and F are projections in 9YE, with G < F, then 0, and 6, 
agree on G; and pF and P, agree on FI . We will prove only the first of 
these facts, since the second follows easily from the first. 
Suppose that [E, E,, . . . . E,,_ r, F] is a chain from E to F. Then 
[E, El, . . . . E ,,-,, F, G] is a chain from E to G, and it is easy to see 
that w~,~ = c()~,+D~,~. Thus, if XE G, we have 0,x= w~,~DT~x= 
OE,FWF,G u,x = os,FIJFx = 8,x. 
Now let A!’ be the non-closed linear span of the projections F;E~&-, and 
let U be defined on A? by the equation U(,= 8,. The last paragraph 
shows that U is well-defined. Since 0, maps F onto F, U maps A! onto A?. 
Thus, U can be extended continuously to the closure of A@‘, namely G*<,-, 
and the extenstion will be an isometry. Likewise, define V on the non- 
closed linear span of the projections Fk , where FE 2?“, and extend it to an 
isometry on KE. It is an easy matter to check that the isometry 4 is 
implemented (as in statement (iii) of the theorem) by the unitaries lJ 
and V. 1 
LEMMA 4.9. Let E, E’ E 9. If G, # GE., then G, I G,,. Moreover, 
G, = K,, for all E E 9. 
Proof: The tirst statement is Lemma 4.8 of [S]. For the second state- 
ment, recall that in Lemma 1.4 we recorded the fact that VIE: E E F} = I. 
Consequently, we also have that V{G,: EEF} =I (since each EGG,). 
Thus, by the first part of the lemma, we know that Gi = 
V {GE,: G,. # GE). In other words, both GE and Gi lie in 9, and so, for 
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any AEA~~ 2, AGE=GEA. Now suppose that F<GE, but FL < G,. 
Then there would exist a non-zero vector y E F A such that y I GE. Choose 
x E F, so that x0 y* E Alg 2’. However, using commutativity, we have 
O=xO(G,y)*=(x@y*)G,=G,(x@y*)=x@y*. This contradiction 
establishes the fact that, if F < GE, then FI < G, as well. Consequently, 
K,<G,. 
Now, again using Lemma 1.4, we have 
I=V {EI:EE~}<V {K,:EE.Y}<~ {G,:EEP}=z, 
The orthogonality of the projections G, shows that, if there is any E E F 
for which K, # G,, then the above string of inequalities cannot hold, and 
we are done. m 
This lemma means that the algebra can be written as a direct sum: 
Alg 2 = C 0 G, (Alg 9) GE,, where the {E;} are chosen so that Ei 4 gE, if 
i # j. If we let U= x @ U, and V= C 0 I’,,, then it is clear that, for any 
rank-one operator x 0 y* in Alg 2, we have 4(x @ y*) = (Ux) 0 ( Vy)*. 
What do we know about these operators U and V? They are unitary, of 
course, and, by construction, whenever E E 9 and E i # 0, then U maps E 
onto itself. It follows that U commutes with all such projections E. This 
means that U actually commutes with all EE 2, because, by Lemma 1.4, 
we can write any projection E as V(EF: F- #I). U commutes with all of 
the projections inside the bracket, so it commutes with E. Likewise, the 
same is true of V, and so we have that both U and V lie in the diagonal 
9 of Alg 9. We combine the last few facts in a theorem: 
THEOREM 4.10. There exist unitary operators U and V in the diagonal of 
Alg 9 such that, for every rank-one operator x @ y* E Alg 9, 4(x @ y*) = 
(ux)o(vY)*. 
This theorem allows us to make our third reduction. Define a new 
isometry J by the equation &A) = U*q5(A) V. Since U and V lie in the 
diagonal, $ maps Alg 2 onto Alg 9. By the theorem, &x @ y*) = x 0 y* 
whenever x0 y* E Alg 9. Furthermore, it is clear that, if Theorem 3.14 is 
true of 8, then it (and hence the main theorem) is true of #J itself. Thus, we 
can make the next reduction. 
Reduction Number Three. We now assume that 4 maps the diagonal 
onto itself, and that the restriction of 4 to 9 preserves adjoints. The form 
AXB+ BXA is still preserved. Finally, for any rank-one operator 
x@y*~AlgS?, @(x@y*)=x@ y*. 
Observe that we have lost some information here. As of Reduction Num- 
ber Two, we were able to assume that the restriction of 4 to the masa JZ 
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was the identity. If we knew that U = V, then we could recover this fact. It 
will turn out that we don’t actually need to prove that U= V*; we will 
obtain the final result by another route. A second comment: Let &Y be the 
collection of linear combinations of rank-one operators in Alg 2, and let 
X represent all compact operators. It is not clear whether the norm- 
closure of W is equal to Alg 2 n X; see [7] for a discussion of such 
difficulties. Therefore, we do not yet know that 4 fixes all compact 
operators in Alg 2. 
5. THE FINAL RESULT 
We are finished reducing things. In fact, we now assert that, with the 
assumptions above, our isometry 4 is the identity map. We will use only 
the fact that 4 fixes all linear combinations of rank-one operators. The 
theorem below should be compared with Theorem 10.4.1 of [9]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let ‘3 be a subspace of 49(H) which is closed in the 
weak-* topology, and which contains a weak-* dense subspace ‘93 contained 
in ‘3 n X. Suppose that 4: ‘3 + ‘3 is a surjective linear isometry, and suppose 
that d(R) = R for every operator R E ‘93. Then 1+4 is the identity map on CLI. 
ProoJ: We use a duality argument. Let ‘%I* represent the dual space 
of a, and let d* be the linear map induced on 2l* by 4. Observe that d* 
is an isometry, because, if A is any linear functional in a*, then we have 
114*(~)11 =sup(lI~*(1)(A)ll: AE% and IIAII = 1) 
= sup{ il2(q5(A))II: A E VI and [(A)( = l> 
=sup(JI;1(B)IJ: BE‘% and (IBI( = l} 
= VII; 
the third inequality holds because 4 is a surjective isometry. 
Let %‘i represent he collection of trace-class operators in B(H); for any 
TE Vi, we denote by LT the linear functional on 99(H) defined by the equa- 
tion LT(X) = tr( TX). Let X i = (IE B(H)*: I(K) = 0 for every KE X}. It 
is a theorem of Dixmier [3] that every linear functional L E 49(H)* may be 
written uniquely as L = L, + 1, where TE Vi and 1 E X ‘, and I( L/l = 
lILTI/ + (IZ(( = /ITI/, + (I//l. Now let TE%?* and let [LT] represent he corre- 
sponding linear functional L,+ 21L in 2I* =99(H)*/%‘. Then q5*([LT]) 
is a linear functional on 2I and, as such, can be extended (via the 
Hahn-Banach Theorem) to a linear functional L on 2?(H) with no increase 
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in norm. Using Dixmier’s result, we write L as L, + 1 as above. We first 
claim that I = 0. For any A E VI, we have 
[IL,l(~(A))=d*(CLTl)(A)=L(A)=Ls(A)+1(A). (f) 
If R E ‘3, then 1(R) = 0 (because R is compact) and cj(R) = R by assump- 
tion; thus, we have [L,](qS(R))= L,(R). But d(R) lies in 2l, and so 
[L,](qh(R)) = tr( TR). Thus, tr( TR) = tr(SR) for every R E %, and, because 
L, and L, are weak-* continuous and 93 is dense in Yl in that topology, 
we have L,(A) = L,(A) for every A EIU. Consequently, tr(TA)= tr(SA) 
and there is a functional [e%’ such that L,= L,+ iy. 
Now d* is an isometry, so 
II CLTIII = lI~*(cLTl)ll = II-U = (IL,+ 4 
= IILsll + II4 = II&+ ill + IIU. 
On the other hand, by definition )([L.]II=inf{(IL.+y(l: YE%‘}, and, 
since i is one of the possible y’s, we have /IL, + [(I > 11 [LT] 11. The equality 
displayed above now implies that I/ [LT] /( >, )I [LT] 11 + 111//. Consequently, 
I = 0, and we have proved our claim. 
By (t), it now follows that, for any A E‘%, [L,](c,h(A)) = L,(A), that is, 
tr( T&A)) = tr(SA) = tr( TA). Since this equation holds for every trace-class 
operator T, we conclude that #(A) = A for each A E 3. 1 
Theorem 5.1 and the preceding reductions now render obvious the main 
theorem. Our task is complete. 
We now have a characterization of isometries of von Neumann algebras 
and of reflexive algebras with commutative, completely distributive lattices. 
The categories overlap in the small set of von Neumann algebras with com- 
mutative atomic lattice of invariant subspaces. Where can we go from 
here? It is likely that there are other CSL algebras (beyond those with 
completely distributive lattice) for which the same characterization holds. 
On the other hand, if we allow either the range algebra or the domain 
algebra to have a non-commutative lattice, the same theorems cannot 
apply; the map 4: A + A @A provides an obvious example of an isometry 
which cannot be implemented by unitaries and/or conjugations. [The 
example may be unsatisfying, because it is “implemented’‘-in the sense 
that &A) T= TA-by the operator TX = x 0 x.1 It is clear that any 
attempt to extend the current results to CSL algebras with lattices that are 
not completely distributive must use entirely different techniques of proof, 
since the rank-one operators can no longer generate a dense subalgebra. 
Even so, the generality of the results obtained by Arazy and 
Solel-Theorem 1.6 of this paper is an example-may be encouraging. One 
possible approach might be to employ Arveson’s theorem describing com- 
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mutative subspace lattices as lattices of increasing sets on a partially 
ordered measure space. Here is a feasible test question: Is there a way in 
which the action of an isometry mapping a CSL algebra onto itself is 
reflected on the underlying measure space ? 
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